MANIFESTO

I, Amey Gupta (140050026) if elected as the Department Social Secretary, CSE would like to accomplish the following:

Duties as Social Secretary:

- **Co-ordinate with Class Representatives** to select appropriate date and time for Department Trip and Trek so that they do not overlap with other academic and cultural activities.
- Assure the selection of **opportune venue** for Department Trip and Trek.
- Organise **Bowling Trip**, **Gaming nite** that includes **board games**, **poker**, **mafia**, etc. which will help increase interaction amongst freshman.
- Conduct **LAN-Gaming** events such as Counter Strike and DotA.
- Assure that **Traditional Day** and other social events are conducted properly.
- Ascertain appropriate management of **Freshman Welcome** so as to build a healthier and amiable relationship between the freshman and seniors.
- Raise the number of **Department Tea party** and **Department Freshman Lunch** to **two** each (One during each semester).
- Ensure proper organisation of **Department Freshman Lunch** to improve the **Freshman-Faculty interaction** and provide proper academic guidance for future semesters.
- Organise department valedictory function and arrange for batch photograph.
- Increasing the **inter-batch interaction**, especially sophomore – freshmen interaction to build a long lasting comradeship.
- Ascertain that **Department T-Shirts** are made **available by October**.
- **Improve the design** of the Department T-Shirts by conducting a T-Shirt designing contest.
- Improve the **quality and quantity of food** provided during Department Trip and Trek with special focus on the **quantity of liquids** during Department Trek.
- Strive to convince the Department to allow night stay during Department Trip.

Duties as Council Member:

- Help and support Co-Council members in organising sport and alumni events.
- Publicise Department events well in advance to increase participation.
- Work with the Web Secretary to create **CSEA Hall Of Fame** for highlighting cultural and sports achievers.